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(Movie) In all animal areas there are virtually
no hazards, no matter how hazardous. The
distinction between a dead fish and a dead
starfish is the size of the starfish. The only
space-borne threat would be human error.

The only day I ate raw fish was on that
fateful trip to Japan. Also, the danger lies not
in the temptation to eat the fish but the food-

poisoning bacteria that are still in the raw
fish. Also, it does not seem that it may be

the case of one region being more
dangerous than the other, if the statistics
are to be believed. Do the Japanese eat

sushi or sashimi more often than Americans?
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Has it ever been a problem for you when you
are in a restaurant with fish that are raw in

the table? What does the health department
do if you are on vacation and stumble across
a restaurant offering sushi raw in the table.

The only day I ate raw fish was on that
fateful trip to Japan. Being a laid back and
mostly quiet person myself, I have found

that there is a definite lack of interest in our
topic. This is a good thing, because I do not
like to ramble too much. I do not see why I

should, since I found so many good topics on
this website and was disappointed that there
are not too many questions. It is usually just
me sitting at the computer while the internet

is down, and I chat on the telephone using
the PC. I usually just check email and chat

on occasion. I do not read it too often either.
I do not really have anything that interests

me, so I do not really see what point in
reading it, unless one really likes other

people’s point of views. I would like to see
some people
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